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Abstract: Key objective of the study is to analyse interrelation among Job satisfaction and Occupational Stress of Medical representatives in Trichy and Tanjore districts of Tamilnadu. The variables of the analysed by this study are Dependent variable- Job Satisfaction, Independent variable - Occupational Stress and Attributable variable -Year of Experience and co-workers. Medical representatives play a major role in profits and awareness for the concern industry in a short duration to achieve a target of corporate nevertheless to grieved with more physical and mental stress. Occupational stress index was given to assess the stress levels and job satisfaction scale were given to assess the satisfaction level. The correlation analysis revealed the important negative correlation amongst job satisfaction and occupational stress. This indicates that occupational stress basically dependent on job satisfaction. Henceforth, this study proposes to frame the parameters of human resource strategy by the organisation or industry on job satisfaction of medical representatives will help to reduce their occupational stress.

Index Terms: job satisfaction, Medical Representative, Occupational Stress, Stress.

I. INTRODUCTION

Pharmaceutical Companies are publicizing their product predominantly with the direct communication with medical professionals by skilled competent medical representatives to enhance the sales rate of their product. To advertising their distinctive pharmaceutical items, organizations require an ever-increasing number of talented skilled medical representatives to grow great compatibility with Medical experts (Doctors). More over representatives ought to have more information about the products, Unique Selling Proposition (USP), to persuade specialists and force the interest on their products.

In this context doctors are the core clients and the real push is given to find and maintain those clients until they have got interest on their products thus organizations additionally give fundamental attention in structure and holding these clients. The medical representatives working in this environment are pushed to attain the stress condition by Pharmaceutical and Biomedical industrial sectors. Representatives encountering the stress by various factors like high targets, type of work, high workload, tight deadlines, long working hours, reduced job satisfaction, force to perform and so forth.

Stress prompted weakness, crankiness, poor correspondence, and quality issues/mistakes, because of this they may feel disappointed or "wore out" when they are having issues with administrators or clients. Individuals from the industries are articulating the various stressors like Excessive workload, conflicts of role, interpersonal disputes with clients and absence of advancement or improvements shown by clients (Shinn et al, 1984). The practices of these kind of stressors results in terrible execution. Thus, it was felt appropriate to think about the connection among occupational stress and job performance of Medical Representatives of Trichy and Tanjore Districts of the Tamilnadu.

A. Stress

Bruno (1991) characterizes stress as the mileage rate on a living being. Selye (1976) a doctor from Canada, was an initial pilgrim in effects of stress over well-being. Selye characterized stress is entirety of every single nonspecific change brought about by purpose or impairment. From his medicinal point of view, Selye proposed the body reacts on mental fluctuations relevant with "fight or flight" disorder.

B. Occupational stress

Occupational stress is damaging physical and mental reactions that ensue when the work demands does not match with worker's abilities, requirements or needs of the employee. Stress at working environment can result in bad health and may even causes accidental injury. Ideally Occupational stress is confused with challenge, but not the same. Challenge strengthens us both physically and psychologically, encouraging us to learn additional abilities and strengthen our occupations. We feel the fulfillment and satisfied when the challenge is achieved (U.S. NIOSH, 1999). Occupational stress as "a state of mental and physical effort realized because of distressing occasions or disappointing components or general practices of the workplace” defined by Okebukola and jedgede (1989).

Nearly everyone agrees that Occupational stress results from the worker's interaction and working circumstances. However, views vary on the significance of employee features versus working circumstances as the main cause of occupational stress. These distinct points of view are crucial because they propose distinct methods to avoid stress at job.
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C. Job satisfaction
In 1935, understanding of job satisfaction chosen cash through Hoppock's spreading of a monograph. The monograph described job satisfaction as 'any inclusion of mental, physiological, and ecological conditions that honestly leads an individual to state 'I remain pleased with my work.' Movements of an individual towards the work is job satisfaction. Inspirational mentality with their the job is considered as job satisfaction, while adverse frames of mind towards occupation are identical to work dissatisfaction. Employment satisfaction has been defined differently over and over again.

D. Industry Profile
The last forty years of Indian pharmaceutical industries has reached sudden growth and transformation. The survey states that in 1947 the turnover is Rs. 10 crore, Where as in 2004, US $ 5.5 billion were reached with the annual progress rate of 17%. As per Pharmaceutical Department, Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers, pharmaceutical industry's of India total turnover between 2008 and September 2009 was US$ 21.04 billion. As stated by the Brand India Equity Foundation, the Indian pharmaceutical industry is likely to evolve at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 14-17 percent in mid-2012-16. There were 4,655 pharmaceutical assembly plants throughout India in 2013, using more than 345 thousand experts. The adaptable agreements of the 1970 Patent Act and the Government of India's supporting policies played an instrumental part in the growth and development of this sector. India is currently one of the world's top five pharmaceutical developing sectors.

E. The Development of Indian Drug and Pharmaceutical Industry
The history of the evolution of Indian Pharmaceutical Industry can be divided into four primary epochs. The first epoch was between 1850 and 1945. The second epoch stretches from 1945 until the late 1970s. The third epoch of development is from the early 1980s to the early 1990s, and the fourth epoch stretches from the early 1990s to the present.

1. To determine the occupational stress level of medical representatives
2. To find the job level Satisfaction of medical representatives
3. To determine the interrelation between occupational stress and job satisfaction of medical representatives.

II. HYPOTHESIS
There is no significant correlation with Occupational Stress and Job Satisfaction among Medical representatives.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
There is no significant correlation with Occupational Stress and Job Satisfaction among Medical representatives.

A. Research Methodology
Survey method were used for this study

B. Selection of Population
150 Medical representatives were selected in Trichy and Tanjore Districts of Tamil Nadu.

C. Sampling of the study
The sampling technique was applied in the present study is convenience sampling. Convenience Sampling refers to Availability, Convenient time and place of Medical representatives to cooperate to respond and the final sample to be included in this study is 150 pharmaceutical sales representatives in Trichy and Tanjore districts of Tamil Nadu.

D. Tools of the study
The following two tools were used for evaluate the considered variable

1. Paul E Spector (1994) standardized job satisfaction and it contains 36 items to be answered on a six-point scale.

E. Analysis of statistical data
The techniques were used to analyse the data according to the goals of the previously specified research.

I. Mean
II. Standard deviation
III. T test
IV. Correlation Analysis

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptive Statistics for Stress</th>
<th>Occupational Stress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Error</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>21.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample Variance</td>
<td>471.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>12450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics for Occupational Stress
Among Medical representatives studied, the mean stress recorded was 83 with the maximum recorded at 120 and the minimum recorded at 46 with a standard deviation of 21.72
V. FINDINGS

In general the more percentage of medical representatives reveals that the occupational stress in their employment is high. As far as connection, abnormal state of occupational stress may prompt lower work fulfilment in the work environment. This investigation presents three remarkable results: hypothetical commitment, strength of research methodology, and realistic commitment.

As far as hypothetical commitment, the consequences of this investigation affirm that occupational stress as a significant determinant of occupation fulfillment in the examined industries. This outcome is predictable with the investigations by Antoniou et al. (2003), Quoidah and Hansenne (2009), Snelgrove (1998), and Starcciarini et al. (2004).

The strength of research methodology is, the survey questions are framed only from the literature available on occupational stress; the painstaking interview had surpassed a minimum standard of legitimacy and reliability analysis. Consequently, it could prompt the creation of exact and solid findings. As far as down to earth commitments, the discoveries of this investigation can be utilized as a rule by the administration to beat occupational pressure issues in pharmaceutical associations. The target might be accomplished if the board thinks about the accompanying proposals: right off the bat, update the substance and preparing technique. For instance, the substance of preparing projects need to stress more on delicate abilities, particularly passionate insight. Uncovering workers with the idea and standards of passionate knowledge will build their abilities in utilizing, directing and overseeing feelings to control physical and mental pressure indications in performing work. The essential of trainings will be effectively actualized whether workers are prepared utilizing legitimate contextual analyses and pretend systems.

Furthermore, inspire employee assistance program through specialized consultants or internal counselling and guidance unit. For instance, including workers in cooperation arranging and organization will assist them with increasing positive socialization, improve vocation and increment psychosocial prosperity. Third, advance work-life balance activities. For instance, to lessen the representative word related pressure, for example, compose organization trips for the worker to loosen up their psyches and bodies, just as start physical wellness and game recreations. At last, energize worker help program through expert specialists or internal counselling and guidance unit.

In the study conducted among Medical representatives of pharmaceutical companies, it is found that occupational stress is negatively correlated to the job satisfaction of these employees to a large extent.

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics for Job Satisfaction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>146.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Error</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>147.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>150.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>21.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample Variance</td>
<td>471.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>107.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>194.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>21929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>150.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Result for Hypothesis

‘t’ test result
P value: If two-tailed P value is < 0.0001, highest statistical significance is present with the variables

Confidence interval:
The mean difference of Occupational Stress and Job Satisfaction is 9.08
95% confidence interval of this difference: From 5.97 to 12.19
Intermediate values used in calculations:
t = 5.7532
df = 298
Standard error of difference = 1.578

Table 6: Correlation Result

The correlation between Stress and Job Satisfaction is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Stress</th>
<th>Job Satisfaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>-0.86774</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the study conducted among Medical representatives of pharmaceutical companies, it is found that occupational stress is negatively correlated to the job satisfaction of these employees to a large extent.
VI. CONCLUSION

The correlation assessment shows that employee satisfaction is negatively correlated and substantially linked with the enhanced rate of medical representatives’ occupational pressure. It is very crucial that the top management of pharmaceutical companies understand the requirements of their medial representatives and its availability. Constant evaluation programs and recognition should be provided to reinstate and motivate the medical reps. To improve the fulfillment of workers’ employment and lives, compensation should be provided with equitable incentives. These incentives would consider the financial benefits, motivational rewards, main decision-making impact, career path advertising, accessibility of career planning tools and equity. The variables of satisfaction with workload and professional support, Pharmaceutical companies’ top management should allocate appropriate time for workload and should provide supervisor training to coach and oversee their subordinate and setup course for team building.
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